WHAT CAN I DO?

SAPPED

Here’s what you can do:
1.Organize Start a local chapter of
SAPPED. Find like-minded people, ready
to end the hate.
2.Lobby Let local and Imperial officials
know that SAPPED opposes the social
and legal climate in which people freely act
against so-called “mutants.”
3. Petition SAPPED is collecting
signatures and petitions, to convince
Emperor Karl-Franz to grant Imperial
protection to those who suffer physical
deformities, and to demand that the empire
bring an end to the so-called “anti-mutant
laws.”

Also available from SAPPED:
Item 217: The official “I love Harvey”
patch.
Item 516: A gift assortment of flavored
jams lovingly made by Harvey.
Coming soon, Item 717: The official
SAPPED guide to care of Chaos Dwarves.

4. Outreach There are frightened victims
of physical deformity in every community.
Reach out to them, protect them, and
restore their dignity.
5. Donate Moneys donated to SAPPED
will be used to bring children who suffer
from deformities gained at birth into loving
households, who will hide them from the
efforts of law enforcement to kill them.
Your money will be used to offer legal
defense to persons who have protected
mutants from the anti-mutant laws. With a
donation of 100 gold you will receive a tote
bag emblazoned with the picture of Harvey
which graces the front of this pamphlet.
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Corruption exists
only in the hearts
of those who
practice hatred
towards the
unfortunate.

WHAT KIND OF LIFE DID
HARVEY LEAD BEFORE
SAPPED FOUND HIM?
Harvey was born to two merchants from
the outskirts of Marienberg. At birth his
mother screamed and ordered her nurse to
kill Harvey. The kindly nurse could not
bring herself to do so, and kept Harvey
hidden in her shack for several years.
Harvey’s digestive system is unusual. He
was unable to subsist off of bread or other
food, and instead could only take his
nutrient from eating rodents and large
insects.
But still, Harvey could not show his face.
At age 16, the villagers learned about
Harvey. Wielding pitchforks and torches,
they chased Harvey down and tied him to a
stake, and were about to burn him alive.
But moments before the local justice of the
peace lit the brush on fire, a trader in
human flesh – Doctor Malthusius –
appeared in town and begged the villagers
to stop. Doctor Malthusius paid them for
the poor “mutant,” and for years Harvey
was the main attraction at Doctor
Malthusius’s freak show, on display
unclothed for the enrichment of Doctor
Malthusius.
That was where SAPPED found Harvey.
An arrangement was finally made with
Doctor Malthusius, to free Harvey.

IMAGINE
Imagine what it would be like. One day you
wake up, and you skin is hardening in places.
Or small horns are growing from your head.
You have a tail, or perhaps the flesh is
beginning to melt from your face.
There is nowhere to go. Nobody will take
you in. The law requires that your friends
and neighbors hunt you down.
You run. Perhaps you can remember a time
when you hated the “mutants” and blamed
them for their own condition. But now you
realize that your humanity is not gone – you
still have the same needs and wants.
Instead, the humanity is gone from every
person you encounter.

You find yourself attacked by Roadwardens,
trying to kill you for a bounty from their
Captain. You have no choice but to fight back.
You cannot control your muscles as well as you
once had, and you accidentally take a life. You
see yourself covered with the blood of the man
who tried to kill you, and you begin to feel that
you may be a monster.

I AM DEFORMED. WHAT CAN
I DO?
Do not be ashamed of your deformity. It
is not a sign that you are a bad person.
Find a member of SAPPED to help run
you to a friendly community which we
maintain. You can tell members of
SAPPED by their Harvey tote bags.
Understand that their ignorance is what
causes the hatred. Even the Elf, who
maintains an air of especial fear and
loathing for those who suffer deformities,
does so to cover their own feelings of
inadequacy, and to try to please their
Human and Dwarfish masters. Try to
understand where their hatred comes from
– combat the hate and not those who hate.
Learn to embrace the total you. Many
deformities can actually provide assistance
to you or those around you. Harvey, for
example, secretes a syrupy sweet substance
which is sold to grocers in Bogenhafen.

BE ON THE LOOKOUT FOR…
If you can locate and help protect a socalled “chaos dwarf” traveling under the
name “The Brother Grimm,” he needs the
help of SAPPED. He travels with two
house elves, a human, and a Mootlander.
You can tell Grimm by his scarred face and
chest, and lack of beard. His arms and
hands apparently have brittle bones,
subject to easy fracture. Also, running
scared, Grimm has exhibited a short
temper – be careful on approaching him.

